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Submitter 
number 

Name Page 
number 

Support/oppose

3 Adam Hutchinson 7 Support 
4 Sustainable Energy Advice Ltd 9  Oppose 
5 Rebecca Gould-Hurst 11 Support 
6 Scott Higham Lee 13 Oppose 
7 Linda McNabb 15 Oppose 
8 Michele Morris 17 Support 
9 Rachael Findlay 19 Oppose 
10 Fergus Brown 21 Support 
11 Donna-Miree Graham 23 Oppose 
12 Jason Graham 25 Oppose 
13 Sophie Mormede 27 Support 
14 Rose Cunningham 29 Support 
15 Ben Carpenter 31 Support 
16 Kim Lau 33 Oppose 
17 Ann Barrie 35 Support 
18 Dennis Hamblin 37 Support 
19 Georgina O’Connor 39 Support 
20 Liz Woollaston 41 Oppose 
21 David Kirkland 43 Support 
22 Steven Lewis 45 Support 
23 Mark Li 47 Oppose 
24 Anthony Wareham 49 Support 
25 Eddy Chu 51 Oppose 
26 Maureen Cope 53 Support 
27 Jean Keddy 55 Support 
28 Donald Beswick 57 Support 
29 Aimee Bowden 59 Oppose 
30 Mike White 61 Oppose 
31 Briar Campbell 63 Oppose 
32 Leo Panko 65 Oppose 
33 Ian Apperley 67 Oppose 
34 Nikki Macdonald 69 Oppose 
35 Maarten Groeneveld 71 Support 
36 Nicola Cordner 73 Support 
37 Terri Shaw 75 Support 
38 David Litchfield 77 Support 
39 Alison Duffy 79 Support 
40 Lynne Paise 81 Oppose 
41 Kirsty Taylor 83 Oppose 
42 Angela Dalley 85 Oppose 
43 Denise Gray 87 Oppose 
44 Mike Kooiman 89 Support 
45 Francesca Silich 91 Support 
46 David Witt 93 Support 
47 Harmony Whare 95 Oppose 
48 Savinee James 97 Support 
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49 Todd Hayvice 99 Support 
50 Philippa Hoeta 101 Support 
51 Bonnie Phillips 103 Oppose 
52 Ellen Blake 105 Support 
53 Andrew Carman 107 Support 
54 Laura Dimock 109 Neither 
55 Bakhtawar Sattha 111 Neither 
56 Marilyn Prowse 113 Oppose 
57 Alan Fairley 115 Support 
58 Nyoman Wardani 117 Oppose 
59 Valmai Wahren 119 Oppose 
60 Mary Maitland 121 Oppose 
61 Chetan Parbhu 123 Oppose 
62 Chandu Parbhu 125 Oppose 
63 Misty Parbhu 127 Oppose 
64 Eddie Szalkowski 129 Oppose 
65 Kevin Thompson 131 Oppose 
66 Ian Rogers 133 Oppose 
67 Maree Green 135 Support 
68 Henrietta Sushames 137 Support 
69 Owhiro Bay School 139 Oppose 
70 Meryl Fraser 143 Oppose 
71 Tony Corlett 145 Oppose 
72 Brian Whetton 147 Support 
73 Joss Debreceny 149 Oppose 
74 Kriston Ware 151 Oppose 
75 Hamish Gordon 153 Support 
76 Steve Hanrahan 155 Support 
77 Trisha Trainor 157 Oppose 
78 Jacqui Lane 159 Oppose 
79 Jane Harkness 161 Oppose 
80 Helen Orange 163 Oppose 
81 Dallas O’Neil 165 Oppose 
82 Catherine Skinner 167 Oppose 
83 Colin Robertson 169 Support 
84 Simon Craggs 171 Support 
85 Giles Middleton 175 Oppose 
86 Lynda Griggs 177 Support 
87 Maria van der Meel 179 Oppose 
88 Emma Debreceny 181 Oppose 
89 Kevin Boswell 185 Oppose 
90 Lee Boswell 187 Oppose 
91 Sue Reid 189 Oppose 
92 Erin Muxlow 191 Neither 
93 Sylvia Reynolds 193 Oppose 
94 Ishani Rasiah 195 Oppose 
95 Charlotte Fowler 197 Oppose 
96 Adam Holloway 199 Support 
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97 Owhiro Bay Residents Association 201 Oppose 
98 Philip Bolton 203 Neither 
99 Karl Menzies 205 Oppose 
100 Jessica Allen 207 Neither 
101 NZ Motor Caravan Association Inc 209 Support 
102 Nicola Clissold 210 Oppose 
103 Isabella Cawthorn 213 Support 
104 Lauren Wash 215 Oppose 
105 Garry Wright 217 Oppose 
106 Zoilo Abad 219 Support 
107 Megan Kyrke-Smith 221 Oppose 
108 Jeroen Lurling 223 Support 
109 Bonnie Menzies 225 Oppose 
110 C Leech 229 Oppose 
111 Peter Carter 231 Oppose 
112 Owhiro Community Gardens 233 Support 
113 John Forgie 235 Support 
114 Kirsty Henderson 237 Oppose 
115 Rob McNicol 239 Oppose  
116 Anita Dahya 241 Oppose 
117 Matthew Kyne 243 Oppose 
118 Jodi Taylor 247 Oppose 
119 Rowena Johnstone 249 Oppose 
120 Douglas Trotter 253 Oppose 
121 Jude Maich 255 Oppose 
122 Peter Noble 257 Oppose 
123 Matthew Holloway 261 Oppose 
124 Southern Environmental Association 263 Oppose 
125 Friends Of Owhiro Stream 269 Oppose 
126 Loren Squires 277 Oppose 
127 Di (surname not stated) 279 Oppose 
128 Pauli D’Costa 281 Oppose 
129 Aino Krumins 283 Oppose 
130 Positively Wellington Tourism 285 Support 
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Adam

Last Name:     Hutchinson

Organisation:     CamperMate

Street:     Redcliffs

Suburb:     Christchurch

City:     Christchurch

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     8011

Daytime Phone:     +64272541118

Mobile:     +64272541118

eMail:     adam@campermate.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I operate the free camping app CamperMate which has had over 100k downloads and is used by

between 7k and 8k users per day. We are seeing that there is a shortage of accommodation for

non-self contained campervans in the Wellington region. Many of our users are searching for their

campsite prior to arriving in Wellington, so having a campsite that was not so far south as Owhiro

Bay would be a good solution, therefore CamperMate is supportive and believe this will help

manage the freedom camping issue.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

An on-site camp manager will maintain the integrity of the campsite. If you look at other campsites

that are similar (Reids Farm-Taupo) we see a lot of issues around non compliance with regard to

rubbish/toilet facilities that could be better managed.

3        
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

3        
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Sea

Last Name:     Rotmann

Organisation:     SEA - Sustainable Energy Advice Ltd

On behalf of:     myself

Street:     43 Moa Point Road

Suburb:     Moa Point

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6022

Mobile:     0212469438

eMail:     drsea@orcon.net.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

It is a ridiculous site to choose for attracting campers to Wellington and will back-fire once bad

reviews start flying in...

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

I support getting a proper camping ground in Wellington, which is properly managed. But it also

needs to be in an attractive location not in a weather-hole next to the dump!

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

4        
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Your comments

Find a better site eg Shelly Bay!

Do you have other comments?

Comments

If you want to extend the runway to attract more visitors then you need to also think smarter about

other tourist attractions such as a decent camping ground.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

4        
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Rebecca

Last Name:     Gould-Hurst

Street:     32 Freeling Street

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     021 304 362

eMail:     counsellor@doula.net.au

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

5        
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Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

5        
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Scott

Last Name:     Higham Lee

Street:     21 Mallam Street

Suburb:     Karori

City:     Wellington

Country:     NZ

PostCode:     6012

Daytime Phone:     04 8903164

Mobile:     027 5149431

eMail:     highamleescott@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

This has to be the worst possible location for a campsite. The south coast is subject to extreme

weather conditions, and is likely to create needless disruption for campers and locals alike given

the variable nature of the weather in this area. It is also an unattractive location, with low quality

housing and access to very few attractions for travellers. It is very far from downtown Wellington,

and access to this location is not straight forward if arriving in the capital by plane, ferry, train, or

road. I have no objection to freeing up land for a campsite per se but I would have expected there

are much better locations to pick from. A better location would be Shelly Bay.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Any campsite should have a management function, to avoid needless issues for travellers and to

ensure the area is kept safe and well maintained.

6        
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

6        
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Linda

Last Name:     McNabb

Street:     3 Dover Street

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     04 803 1705

Mobile:     027 430 3590

eMail:     linda.mcnabb@harcourts.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Putting visitors to Wellington in an out of way area next to the tip is bizarre. What sort of memories

are they going to share online... not good I would think. It's quite bleak and I would have thought

somewhere with a bit more life close by and a view would be preferable.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

7        
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Do you have other comments?

Comments

We should use somewhere like Shelley Bay for this sort of thing there are already buildings to be

utilised, cafes and what a view. Would definitely be a far better impression for photos and online

blogs not to mention advertising the camping opportunity.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

7        
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Michele

Last Name:     Morris

Street:     15 Rarangi Way

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     049722940

Mobile:     027471380

eMail:     mmorris1261@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I think there should be more camping areas close to town-good for our tourism industry. Having a

well managed camping ground at this site could enhance the area.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Retain sufficient sports field parking

8        
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Do you have other comments?

Comments

I would be happy to lose some sports field area to expand the camping/paring ground.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

8        
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Fiona Lewis

From: Rachael.Findlay <Rachael.Findlay@tekura.school.nz>
Sent: Tuesday, 15 September 2015 11:07 a.m.
To: Happy Valley Camping
Subject: Submission on camping at Happy Valley Park

Have your say on allowing camping at Happy Valley Park 
 
Enter your name and contact details 
 
Ms Rachael Findlay 
36A Freeling Street 
Island Bay 
Wellington 6023  
021 032 3325 
Rachael.findlay@tekura.school.nz 
 
I am making a submission 
As an individual  
 
Disclaimer: 
All submissions (including name and contact details) are published and made available to elected members of the Council and the 
public. Personal information 
supplied will be used for the administration and reporting back to elected members of the Council and the public as part of the 
consultation process. All information 
collected will be held by Wellington City Council, 101 Wakefield Street, Wellington. Submitters have the right to access and 
correct personal information. 
 
We are keen to get your views on allowing camping at Happy Valley Park. 
Section one – details for the submission form 
I would like to make an oral submission No 
 
Submissions are due by 5pm, Monday 12 October 2015 
 
You can have your say: 
• submit online at wellington.govt.nz 
• email a submission to happyvalleycamping@wcc.govt.nz 
Questions 
1. Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow camping on part of Happy 
Valley Park? (Please circle) 
 
Oppose  
 
Why do you say this? 
 
This is a totally inappropriate camping site for the following reasons: 
 

1. There are no shops, cafes, food outlets or public amenities within easy walking distance. 
2. Bus service is infrequent and non-existent in weekends. 
3. It’s a carpark on a busy road and too close to the landfill. 
4. It’s exposed to both southerlies and northerlies, has no views and doesn’t get much sun. 
5. The likely development and maintenance costs, as with all council initiatives, is likely to be astronomical and if it’s user 

pays then the charges will be too high for a substandard location. 
 

In summary - it’s a desolate, exposed, sunless, isolated carpark on a busy road.  Why would anyone want to pay to stay here when 
the south coast is so much more dramatic and appealing and has awesome views? 
 
2. If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is managed? 
eg self-service with daily visits – possibly, 
on-site camp manager – no, too expensive. 
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3. Are there any other changes you think should be included? (please tick) 
Yes  
 
Your comments – choose another site where campers will actually want to stay! Improve the amenities at Princess Bay where 
freedom campers currently hang out, keep the toilet block open overnight and provide more rubbish bins that are emptied more 
frequently. 
 
4. Do you have other comments?  
 
If the council really wants to welcome and encourage freedom campers to Wellington then they have to be prepared to provide 
appropriate locations and facilities. 
The current motorhome park on Aotea Wharf is an embarrassment – noisy, sunless, public, lacking in greenery and $50 a night – 
what a ripoff! This propsed campsite is even worse. 
 

Rachael Findlay 
Te Kura Library 
Te Aho o Te Kura Pounamu 
The Correspondence School 
0800 659 988 x8502 
 

 

 
Warning: This email contains information which is CONFIDENTIAL and may also be LEGALLY PRIVILEGED. If you 
are not the intended recipient you must not peruse, use, disseminate, distribute or copy this email or attachments. If 
you have received this in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete this email. 
Thank you. 

 
Scanned by MailMarshal - M86 Security's comprehensive email content security solution.  
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Fergus

Last Name:     Brown

Organisation:     Holiday Accommodation Parks Association of NZ

Street:     PO Box 394

Suburb:    

City:     Paraparaumu

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     5254

Daytime Phone:     +6442983283

Mobile:     +6421535087

eMail:     fergus@holidayparks.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

We fully support the development of a camping site at the Happy Valley camping site. Wellington

does not have sufficient commercial camping options in the City area. Council should not allow free

camping in non-self-contained vehicles outside of either a designated area with toilet and shower

amenities, a DOC camp or a commercial camping ground/holiday park. This is consistent with the

messaging developed by the Responsible Camping Forum.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

The best results for both visitors and the community will occur if the site is managed well. There

have been some examples of self-service parks being established but in the majority of cases

operators have reverted to having staff onsite.

10        
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

The Council should seek public interest in operating the park as a commercial venture. By keeping

the lease costs low an operator should be able to develop a viable operation catering for visitors

travelling in a wide range of vehicles.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

The Holiday Accommodation Parks Association represents the commercial holiday parks and

camping grounds in New Zealand. We are very keen to assist and support Council in developing a

low cost commercial holiday park in Wellington.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

10        
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Donna-Miree

Last Name:     Graham

On behalf of:     Myself

Street:     Island Bay

Suburb:     Wellington

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     +6449768444

Mobile:     +6449768444

eMail:     donna.graham@ccdhb.org.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I am concerned about the safety of the children at Owhiro Bay School and the increase of traffic

down Happy Valley Rd. We had 1 child apporached by strangers this week and this might increase

if more strangers were camping in the area. I wouldn't let my children walk to school any more as

we don't know who is camping there. I am concerened about campers using Owhiro Bay Stream to

bathe, polluting the water.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

11        
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No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

11        
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Jason

Last Name:     Graham

On behalf of:     Myself and my community

Street:    

Suburb:     Wellington

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     0211071454

Mobile:     0211071454

eMail:     jazzgraham@yahoo.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I am concerned that the freedom camping location in happy valley will create a bad enviroment for

the neighbouring school. At present children walk to school past this area and if they were

approached by strangers from this site there is no safe place for children to get to from here. A child

from Owhiro Bay school has been approached this week by strangers and it has happened before.

Why not propose a camping area in Seatoun and see how far you get with that submission. Leave

the Owhiro Bay residents with the problem of the eyesore that will be right where we can see it. We

will end up with all the problems associated with freedom campers. Right now we have a peaceful

outlook and this is threatened by having randoms abusing the site with rubbish and toileting next to

our stream.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

12        
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Use a different site. Red Rocks perhaps.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Try getting this freedom camping in an area like Thorndon,Roseneath,Seatoun or Mt.Victoria. I am

sure you would see an increase in negative submissions if that were the case. Leave our Owhiro

Bay suburb free of this curse. We dont need an increase in petty crime here thank you.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

12        
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Sophie

Last Name:     Mormede

On behalf of:     myself

Street:     188B Oriental Parade

Suburb:     Oriental Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6011

Daytime Phone:     043860513

Mobile:     02102675254

eMail:     sophie.mormede@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

There is an increased requirement for camping in Wellington, which is not currently being met. As a

result illegal camping is rife, particularly on the south coast and the environmental effects are

important. Building some proper low cost camping options in Wellington is very timely.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Keeping it low cost will help it uptake as opposed to illegal camping. Also the same person could

then police sensitive areas where illegal camping is usually found (south coast, Balena bay etc)

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

13        
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No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Congratulations for taking a proactive approach to the camping issue in Wellington. Ideally we

would like to see a few more of those schemes. Currently it's only freedom camping, the expensive

one in town and out of town options.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

13        
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Rose

Last Name:     Cunningham

Street:     188B Oriental Parade

Suburb:     Oriental Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6011

Daytime Phone:     094875817

Mobile:     021539943

eMail:     rose.cunningham@vodafone.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Locating a campsite so close to the South coast bays will provide more visitors have a location that

is safe, has services (rubbish disposal and toilet facilities) and meeting place of fellow travellers.

Without this there are rubbish issues. Beaches used as toilets. Possible break-ins with opportunist

buglers in isolated areas. Also on stormy nights the coast can be a hazard and required SAR

services for unaware travellers that are not locals.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Low season possible Volunteers to do this. Or high season think it may require an onsite person.

Issue is off course visitors not paying for staying.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

14        
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Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park

14        
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Ben

Last Name:     Carpenter

On behalf of:     myself

Street:     32 Owhiro Bay Parade

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Mobile:     0273464465

eMail:     cbenjc@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Nice to have a bit more room for visitors to stay for cheap

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Will probably keep costs to a minimum for everyone - rate-payers, campers both - over the long

term

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments
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More plantings around the site to make it a more pleasant setting and protect from wind and traffic

noise. Possibly some big mural boards/walls to help with this as well - they could be painted by the

local school with help from local artists.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Would be nice if there are a few more tent sites than currently proposed?

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Kim

Last Name:     Lau

Street:     64 Owhiro Bay Parade

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     (04) 383 8978

Mobile:     021 183 6602

eMail:     kimjit@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

It is most unwise and even irresponsible to operate a public cam site right next to a primary school.

We have young children walking along and alone in the area. Camp site increases traffic,

especially larger vehicles, and also more strangers in the area. We already experienced incidents

of attempted kidnapping, one as recent as earlier this month, September 2015. As parents, we

would like our children to continue be able to enjoy walking to and from school. But the changing

traffic and dynamics in the neighbourhood will significant raise our anxiety, and adversely affect us

as residents in the neighbourhood.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?
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Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

The council seemed to have failed to take proper account of potential impacts on the community

and the residents. The information provided by the council completely neglected the residents in

the neighbourhood and potential impacts on our enjoyment of the neighbourhood. The information

was all about the physical environments and camp users ability to enjoy. No mention whatsoever of

the primary school operating a couple hundred meters down from the site. We believe residential

areas such as the happy valley neighbourhood is not suited for public camp sites. The council

should change its approach now and for the future.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Ann

Last Name:     Barrie

Street:     156 Owhiro Bay Parade

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     (04) 383 8293

eMail:     ann.barrie@xtra.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

It is an excellent location, handy to both the centre city and the beautiful south coast.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Most cost-effective

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments
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Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Leo

Last Name:     Panko

Street:     157 Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     +64272656536

Mobile:     +64272656536

eMail:     leonid.panko@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Dear Sir/Madam, Amongst other issues I am very concerned about contamination of the area. I can

see people cleaning Owhiro Bay stream on the regular basis even without any campers. I'm afraid

the camping ground will be too much for ecosystem of the area. Please don't put the camping

ground there! Kind regards, Leo

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Ian

Last Name:     Apperley

Street:     12 Elphinstone Avenue

Suburb:     Strathmore Park

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6022

eMail:     ian@isisgroup.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I have read the various material and my opinion is that we shouldn't do this. I think the wider

reputation of Wellington City will suffer as a result. I realise that this decision does not preclude

other camp sites being opened, and this is about overflow from Red Rocks, and I still disagree.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

I don't believe it should go ahead.
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Do you have other comments?

Comments

I think that there are better sites in Wellington to put in a camp and rushing to get one in seems a

little premature. As a camper, I've stayed in some really inhospitable places so I am not against

staying in a wind swept valley with no sunlight. What I do, when I camp, is read the reviews of it

before I stop in a town. My worry would be that people will read the reviews and be put off stopping

in Wellington at all. Imagine the reviews: 'You'll find it next to the tip.' 'Cold, wet, windy, no sun.'

'One local dairy.' Surely it would be better to hold off and find somewhere a little better. I honestly

wracked my brain and could not think of a worse spot to have a campsite in Wellington. Why did

the Council not ask the community for ideas to help find somewhere? We all know once this goes

in, another will never be funded. Can we please get this right first time.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Nikki

Last Name:     Macdonald

Street:    

Suburb:    

City:    

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

eMail:     Nixter99@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I'm not opposed to freedom camping but this is the wrong place for it. This is a residential area. The

car park and changing rooms are community amenities which are well used in summer. The car

park area has nothing to recommend it as a campsite - it is tiny, has no view and is exposed to the

elements. Rubbish will inevitably end up in the stream right next door, which the community is

working really hard to restore to health. Given problems with aggro at freedom camping spots

elsewhere aruond the country I'm also uncomfortable with its location right next to a school.

Perhaps my biggest issue, however, is that no one will use it. Self drive campers are super budget

conscious - why would they pay to camp at an unappealing spot when they can park at a stunning

beachfront location two minutes down the road at Te Kopahau.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?
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Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Nicola

Last Name:     Cordner

Street:     26 Freeling Street

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

eMail:     Nicolajcordner@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

The provision of camping within easy access of the CBD would be a positive addition to Wellington.

We have travelled extensively throughout Europe in a camper and frequently stayed in dedicated

campervan sites within city limits. These were local authority free or low-cost sites with services

from basic ablutions (no cost) to powered sites, kitchen facilities etc. The Happy Valley site would

offer an attractive alternative to freedom camping (low cost site fee for use of basic facilities) and

enables easy access to the city, including by public transport.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

The Happy Valley site should offer a cost-effective alternative to those that would otherwise

freedom camp.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes
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No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Terri

Last Name:     Shaw

Street:     28 Rarangi Way

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

eMail:     telshaw@clear.net.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

This will help attract people to Wellington and encourage them to stay longer and help our

economy. It's long overdue, especially for tent campers. As long as it's 'sensitively designed to

enhance the landscape values of the local area' and an attractive addition to the neighbourhood. It

will add a new dimension to the neighbourhood.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

I don't mind either of the two options as long as it is managed properly and maintained.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments
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can't think of anything right now

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Philippa

Last Name:     Hoeta

Organisation:     x

On behalf of:     x

Street:     50 Owhiro Bay Parade

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     nz

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     0274718852

Mobile:     0274718852

eMail:     philippah@fcc.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Wellington needs an inner city camping area. This is the perfect spot near to the beach and the

walking tracks. It is at present under-utilized, barren and empty. It will be a great asset to the Valley

to have the vibrance and activity that international campers bring to an area. All we need now is a

cafe closer at hand. I am also in favour of an on-site small shop once the camping ground is

established, landscaped and up and running.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Eventually an on-site manager but I assume this would depend on the level of usage the camp

gets.Going by the popularity of the Red Rocks freedom camping area I would expect this additional

camping facility to become quite busy.
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

In other countries camping grounds offer great on-site facilities,- eg a cafe with all types of

refreshments and well kept grounds. Wouldn't it be great for Welllington to have something like this

available near to the city and the beach!

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Bonnie

Last Name:     Phillips

Street:     219 Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     0211336410

Mobile:     0211336410

eMail:     bonnie3@paradise.net.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

don't think the area is right.. there are no amenities (shops) or even public transport on weekend..

don't think it will bring any benefits for the area, visually unappealing, rubbish, noise pollution. don't

like the idea of my 5 daughters having to walk past a camp site to & from school/kindy everyday. I

think there must be better places closer to CBD, transport (airport, train, ferry) that have more to

offer travellers (shops, scenery etc)

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

that the proposed camping site is limited to the carpark area only.. with no future possibilities of

extending into the current sports fields

Do you have other comments?

Comments

speed limit needs to be lowered from 70 to 50km

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Ellen

Last Name:     Blake

Organisation:     Living Streets Aotearoa

Street:     PO Box 25424

Suburb:     Featherston Street

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6146

Mobile:     0211067139

eMail:     wellington@livingstreets.org.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

There is a need for more camping places in Wellington especially for tenting. This is a suitable

open space to use although it does lack many amenities.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Appropriate to manage needs of campers and neighbours - maybe a weekend manager on site.

Should be self funding.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

There is insufficient public transport to this area. If a camp site is to be developed it should have 7

day public transport services with a late night option. There is a pleasant walk to Brooklyn shops

but the footpath is often blocked by vehicles so better enforcement would also be required.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Free camping should be discouraged to maximise use of organised camp sites. Shelly Bay should

also be developed as a camp site to provide good choices in suitable areas provided public

transport is available.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Andrew

Last Name:     Carman

Street:     15 Todman Street

Suburb:     Brooklyn

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6021

Daytime Phone:     049711107

Mobile:     0272490452

eMail:     afcarman@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Wellington needs more places where people can free camp, or camp cheaply. This should only be

one of several. If we have too few, they will get over-used, which will upset the locals.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

This site is too small to justify the expense of an on-site manager. Someone who visits daily will be

able to get very quickly on top of any problems such as insufficient capacity for recycling or

garbage.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

This site is exposed to strong winds, so plantings around the tent sites needs to be done to provide

a measure of protection. Earth banks with low plantings on top might be better and more-immediate

- these are common in Iceland (another windy country, popular with tent campers).

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Please try to find more places where people will be allowed to camp. It's a popular mode of

travelling for kiwis both here and abroad, and we should have facilities for visitors (both NZers and

from overseas) in our capital city.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Laura

Last Name:     Dimock

Street:     

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     

Mobile:     

eMail:     

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

because I have mixed feelings

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

no opinion

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments
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Do you have other comments?

Comments

on the website (http://wellington.govt.nz/have-your-say/public-inputs/consultations/open/proposed-

camp-site-at-happy-valley-park), it states 'We currently have enough camp sites for self-contained

motor homes and campervans, but there's increasing demand for camping sites suitable for non-

self-contained vehicles or tents.' Yet it states the site could accommodate 18 campervan parks and

only 5 tentsites. This doesn't sound like the allocations suit the needs.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Meryl

Last Name:     Fraser

Street:     137B Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     0273429671

Mobile:     0273429671

eMail:     merylwhite1@hotmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

As a resident of Happy Valley Road I am unhappy with the proposed campground plan. The group

Friends of Owhiro Stream has worked hard to restore the stream which will no doubt be polluted by

campers (and by the construction process itself). As a community member I do not want itinerants

and other non-community members moving in an out of the area, this could damage both the

reputation of the community and could make the area unsafe, particularly at night. As a parent I am

concerned about the school and kindergarten facilities being used or abused by campground

members, especially as the school is so close to the proposed campground. Owhiro Bay residents

have already seen the problems so called 'freedom campers' have caused down at Red Rocks, we

do not want the same lack of respect for land and facilities right in the middle of our community.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Tony

Last Name:     Corlett

Organisation:     -

On behalf of:     Myself.

Street:     36A Freeling Street

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     (04) 474-5174

Mobile:     0211-922-151

eMail:     tony.corlett@police.govt.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

1. It is a cold, windswept site which is not attractive to campers. If it was, it would already be in use

by 'freedom' campers. (It isn't!) 2. The money proposed for developing this site would be better

spent on improved facilities at places (predominately Princess Bay and Ohiro Bay carparks) where

freedom campers already stop. These improved facilities would then also be available to the

ratepayers who are financing them! 3. High charges will simply deter freedom campers from using

prescribed facilities anywhere in Wellington, and if coupled with an aggressive enforcement regime,

will ultimately deter these people from staying in Wellington for any length of time, to our economic

detriment. 4. I suggest contacting the Paeroa local body for an effective system of dealing with

freedom campers: Provision of facilities in the middle of the town, and a $5.00 per night charge

which they seldom collect, nor expect to!

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management
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Why do you say this?

On-site management is too expensive. Daily services as required, according to load.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

-

Do you have other comments?

Comments

It's all about attitude: We can rail against freedom campers because it fuels a need for 'righteous'

anger, or we can accept that they are one category of international visitors, and welcome them to

Wellington, where they will stay and spend on the items and attractions that matter most to them.

There's more to NZ tourism than cruise boats and Chines billionaires!

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Brian

Last Name:     Whetton

On behalf of:     Myself

Street:     20 Khandallah Road

Suburb:     Ngaio

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6035

Daytime Phone:     (04) 4793523

eMail:     peacemonger@gmail.co

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I have felt that there has been a shortage of camping facilities in the Wellington City region & am

pleased that the Councillors have recognised this need. If costs for stays are realistic, the spin-off is

that campers may well stay longer & this will result in a greater 'spend' in the region.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

This is rather depends on council resources available. As the site is close to the 'tip', I wonder if

staff, from there (or from within all council depts.), might be 'rotated' to cover on site administration

(arrivals & departures) and/or housekeeping duties. I know that there may be some staff who will

accept an opportunity to earn extra income without impacting on their current duties. I would be

happy to assist in the organisation of this if required. On 'on site manager' would be the preferred

option but this adds to the expense of the operation & cost to campers unless there is a 'free rent'

arrangement. On line booking through existing council web site or 'reception' would save costs, with

a terminal at the camping site.
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Not at this moment.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

I congratulate the Council on their initiative with this proposal.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Joss

Last Name:     Debreceny

On behalf of:     Myself

Street:     46A Derwent Street

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     0221764410

Mobile:     0221764410

eMail:     jdebreceny@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

The proposed change would open the site for freedom camping without guaranteed consent or

funding for a camp ground, or upgraded facilities. I oppose any change to the Plan without this

funding and consent being secured, otherwise the Council runs the risk of creating a problem that

will take some time to fix. For example without proper facilities, there is a very real risk of impacts on

the environment, e.g. waste disposal and dumping. In addition the space being considered is not

sufficient to move people from the Red Rocks parking area, and instead potentially creates two

problem areas - both for the Council and the local community. I also have concerns about potential

noise and behaviour issues, especially with regard to children using the park or walking to and from

school and kindy.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Most if not all freedom campaign or low cost sites in the city have problems. Without an on site
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manager, it will be a matter of fixing these problems after the event rather than preventing them.

Inevitably some of this cost will fall on the local community. As well as noise from parties, there are

potential security concerns for the community, rubbish, etc.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

I understand that the Council is trying to resolve a difficult issue and that there is not an easy or

obvious answer. I think the Council would be better placed to find a location that would

accommodate more people, which would also make an onsite manager more economically viable,

and resolve wider issues. If appropriate sites can't be found in Wellington City, I think the Council

should consider a regional solution. There doesn't seem to be a compelling benefit for the City in

establishing a low cost and potentially difficult to maintain camp site, that doesn't fix any of the

current problems.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Kriston

Last Name:     Ware

Street:     149 Island Bay

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     0274360493

Mobile:     0274360493

eMail:     kdgware@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

1. I believe the existing use of the site and adjacent amenities is greater than outlined, especially

parking for weekend sport. 2. The capacity and proposed management approach seem incongruent

- the space/potential revenue doesn't warrant or support on-site management. 3. Without on-site

management the adverse effects on adjacent school and community will be greater. 4. Pushing

sport user parking onto a roadside that is often over-capacity exacerbates the problem. 4. The

convenience/reduced cost of existing facilities (waste dump site and building) doesn't justify a

potentially inappropriate site. 5. Without on-site management the burden of managing and enforcing

appropriate usage and respectful behaviour falls onto the community, police, and out-of-hours

support services (noise control, etc). 6. There's no adjacent retail support for food and camping

needs. 7. Primary aged school children will have to navigate increased road and driveway traffic

around the site.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Hamish

Last Name:     Gordon

On behalf of:     NA

Street:     39 Kaihuia Street

Suburb:     Northland

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6012

Daytime Phone:     021483526

eMail:     h.gordon@paradise.net.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

This is a good idea if properly managed and traveller coming to wellington are limited in where they

can stay. A campground is a good plan

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

On site supervision might be a good plan. While I'm all for self policing, at the campground at the

red rocks car park there have been some issues to too many people camping there. Having

someone on site would be useful to manage it

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Steve

Last Name:     Hanrahan

Organisation:     Tourism Industry Association

Street:     PO Box 1697

Suburb:    

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6140

Daytime Phone:     04 4941849

Mobile:     0279122624

eMail:     steve.hanrahan@tianz.org.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

The amendment is a pragmatic and positive response to addressing the issues caused by excess

demand for camping in Wellington. Annual international visitors exceeded 3m for the first time

during 2015, and this annual number is forecast to grow. Many visitors are choosing to self-drive

and within this are a growing number who also choose to camp. The TIA view is that camping

should occur in Holiday Parks, DOC Campsites, or designated camping sites. Non-self contained

vehicles staying in designated camping sites should only stay in those with a toilet. The provision of

a camping site at Happy Valley Park will provide a positive and safe visitor experience for those

coming to Wellington. It will build on the reputation of Wellington as a preferred destination, and

address community concerns about overcrowding at the current designated sites.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

While the camping ground meets a functional need i.e. a place to park and sleep, we should also
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consider the visitor experience. This experience is enhanced by having staff on-site. They can deal

promptly with queries and issues as they arise, and contribute strongly to visitors having a

favourable experience when they visit Wellington.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

We support the option of a private-sector response to running the facility. The tourism industry has

a very strong holiday parks sector, with a lot of experience in running camping sites and holiday

parks. Drawing on this capability makes sense and provides expertise and investment that is

available within the sector.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Trisha

Last Name:     Trainor

Street:     287 Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     0276128460

eMail:     Trisha.trainor@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I do not see evidence that the camping site will be monitored appropriately. My kids would need to

walk past it each day to and from school and I would not feel safe in doing so if the campsite was

not continually monitored.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

I think I would require 24/7 continuous management as there are a lot of residential houses in the

area.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Jacqui

Last Name:     Lane

Street:     40 Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     049703434

Mobile:     0220344667

eMail:     jacquilane40@Gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

The car park is used regularly by other traffic, school buses, trucks, campers to offload waste,

sports parking, etc and the loss of this area for these purposes will cause significant issues. The

bad management of the quarry site by the council last year does not bode well for good

management here of the non self contained cheapo campers. The cost of upgrading the site and

decent ongoing management will far outweigh the benefits and as budgets get cut, the

management will undoubtedly be reduced in time, leaving the residents to manage the fall out. A far

more sensible idea is for there to be some central management system, whereby campers can book

their number of nights' stay in Wellington, be advised of the rules and regulations, facilities

available, sign to confirm this is understood and provide passport and/or other identification

documents, vehicle registration etc. They can then be provided with a ticket to display their

camping nights granted and stay for that period of time in any site they choose that is allowed.

They then have more freedom to choose where they stay, the council will get great stats on the

number, type and nationality of campers for future planning and those who do not obey the rules

can be more effectively managed, moved on or followed up on. No ticket, no park. After all, we have

to pay every day for parking in our own city just to be able to go to work.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits
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On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

If the above scenario were putt in place, then yes, for a certain number of campers, the car park

might be a place to overnight. But it would then be one of many more smaller sites around the city

that could be patrolled on a 24 hour basis at a more reasonable cost. There would only be a few

people at each site and the conditions for the campers and residents would be improved.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Jane

Last Name:     Harkness

Street:     127 Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     (04) 9314312

Mobile:     027 257 6759

eMail:     jaharkie@yahoo.co.uk

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I strongly oppose this proposal because it is as yet unplanned. I have copied the following from

your website: 'We will also need to consider how the campground will be best managed. Options

might include: development and management by a private provider a self-service facility with daily

or twice-daily visits to manage it a Council-managed campground with an onsite camp manager.' If

the council is not prepared to state how the proposed campsite will be managed and give residents

some assurances about how potential problems might be managed then I am most certainly NOT

prepared to support it. The freedom campsite at Owhiro bay is clearly very badly managed. I am no

longer comfortable taking my dogs through that carpark for their exercise and I most certainly

wouldn't consider taking visitors to the city down there. It is an eyesore and it doesn't feel like a safe

area, There are people down there clearly living in cars with dirty washing everywhere and none of

them give the appearance of being tourists. If I can see no evidence of the council being able to

properly manage one campsite why should I expect another around the corner to be any better run?

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management
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Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Helen

Last Name:     Orange

Organisation:     N.A.

On behalf of:     N.A.

Street:     15A Murchison Street

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     04 383 5223

Mobile:     027 406 3077

eMail:     mattandhelen@xtra.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

The proposal is unclear. I agree that freedom camping should be restricted at Te Kopahou Reserve

carpark but I do not support sending the overflow of campers to the un-developed and un-managed

Happy Valley Park carpark this summer. I might support the development of a small-scale, capped,

on-site managed campsite with proper facilities but I do not support a campsite which has the

potential for unknown expansion into the fantastic green space the sports fields provide and which

could also overrun the existing character of our small,quiet community.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

If camping is located in a residential area, and close to a kindergarten and primary school, it should

have on-site management to ensure it is safe, tidy and appropriate for everyone, campers included!

On-site management would be vital for noise control (esp. at night), ensuring the stream was not
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abused, and monitoring vehicles which may want to park outside of the campsite (blocking up the

roadside) but still expect to access the facilities.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

The proposal should not permit unrestricted camping or unquantified expansion of a campsite at

Happy Valley Park.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

If there was to be a properly developed and well-managed campsite then careful thought and

investment also needs to be given to signage and road markings in the area. Campers need to

know that they have to be on the look-out for young children on bikes and scooters crossing the

driveway footpath (carpark entrance). The road outside Owhiro Bay School becomes congested

around 3pm and chaotic in wet weather. With increased traffic of large vehicles it would seem

logical to install a pedestrian crossing at the school and more signage to encourage all drivers to

slow down and be patient around our kids. I'm also concerned about large vehicles parking along

roadsides in the vicinity of the proposed campsite causing blindspot hazards for pedestrians and

drivers. To achieve all of this will require significant investment from WCC to then have the

campsite run at an ongoing loss while only catering for a portion of the overflow of campers.

Perhaps 'free/cheap' and 'close to Wellington CBD' is not a realistic match?!

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Dallas

Last Name:     O'Neil

Street:     2A Murchison Street

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

eMail:     dallasoneil@xtra.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

My family and I are deeply opposed to the proposed changes to Happy Valley Park for a number of

reasons. My main concern is that the parking lot will become an eyesore for the residents and

people driving into the Valley. As we have seen at the Owhiro Bay Quarry site rubbish is left, the

toilets are now filthy and there is a general air of transience as backpackers and travellers

congregate with their tents, cooking pots and washing lines. From the campers perspective, the site

is not the most attractive location, it's a carpark with no shelter from the wind, meagre facilities

which is overlooked by residents and motorists and on the weekends is overrun with local sports

teams. I am greatly concerned about the amount of rubbish which will inevitably end up in the

stream which is used by the school, kindergarten and community garden. I also question the sense

in locating a transient population so close to the local school and kindergarten.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?
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Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Catherine

Last Name:     Skinner

Organisation:     Resident of Owhiro Bay

Street:     170 Owhiro Bay Pde

Suburb:     Wellington

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     +6421431317

Mobile:     +6421431317

eMail:     catherine@skinner.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I think this site has primarily been chosen as it might be easier to get through than the Tawatawa

Reserve which would make a much better site. Next, this would make two camp site areas in the

same residential area. It WILL devalue the properties in the area! The economic value is, in reality,

negligible. Rate payers are effectively subsidising the campers. The proposition of a custodial role

is currently not strong enough - it needs to be 24/7 and that means funding AND some form of

office/accommodation. There will be significant increase in traffic. This camping area does not need

to be on the south coast. These are transient people who could camp in Petone/Hutt/Eastbourne

areas. It is too close to the school and could present an issue for kids walking through the area to

and from school from a security perspective. I think the council is trying really hard to work this

through, but this area is not really suitable for a camp site. Ultimately it is a residential area that has

spread over the last 15 years and will continue to develop as residential. The usual issues of noise,

rubbish etc are also a major concern.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management
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Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

My biggest concern is that the locals in the area thought that freedom campers on the Owhiro Bay

carpark wouldn't be an issue until it became a reality. So in this case, a camp ground could be

created and then once the numbers are up and residents really get to see how it is working it could

be another massive issue that is hard to back away from!!

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Colin

Last Name:     Robertson

Organisation:     None

On behalf of:     None

Street:     PO Box 15184

Suburb:     Miramar

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6243

Mobile:     02040514528

eMail:     Colinrobertson@mail.Com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I fully support camping and believe it should be free for basic facilities, at least for an initial period of

stay. Wellington has insufficient camping and this makes backpackers leave much earlier than they

would otherwise. Let's help them and us by giving them a place to stay for a while.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Keep costs down

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

More campsites in other areas

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Wellington should find somewhere closer to the CBD for low cost cmping in addition to this for

those without vehicles.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     simon

Last Name:     craggs

Street:     52A Milne Terrace

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

eMail:     mrsimoncraggs@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

See supporting document

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

See supporting document

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

See supporting document
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Do you have other comments?

Comments

See supporting document

Attached Documents

File

S Craggs - Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park - WCC submission

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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SIMON CRAGGS – ALLOWING CAMPING AT HAPPY VALLEY PARK  

 

I’d like to start off by saying that I am backing this project 100% and I think it’s a great move by the 
Council to offer lower cost accommodation options for overseas travelers coming to Wellington. 
Especially with the growing trend of travelers spending more time in Wellington and bearing in mind 
there is a British & Irish Lions tour coming in 2017. 

Furthermore I’d like to make some suggestions regarding the planning and implementation of the 
project and its potential impact on the local community. 

On-site manager/caretaker. 
There is no doubt about it; this camp is going to be busy. With potentially 120 people utilising the 
site on a daily basis this is always going to raise issues that an on-site manager will be able to deal 
with on an ad-hoc, hands-on basis. Inevitable toilet blockages, campfires, rubbish overflows, 
cleaning issues and potentially small disputes are best dealt with by someone who is there at the 
time and not someone who is available via a ‘hotline’ or by someone that turns up once or twice a 
day to check for non-payers. This isn’t going to be the equivalent of an outback DOC site where a 
pay as you go scheme and honesty box system will work. And as such the newer system proposed 
for this site utilising sensors in the ground is a very smart option. But I believe there is a lot to be 
said for a human presence: a host, a warm welcome, from a fellow traveler that’s also a local, from 
someone who can answer questions on this that and of course, the other. Someone steeped in The 
Wellington Way. 
Also, having an on-site manager or site leasee would also give the option of having a manned 
telephone line for bookings and availability enquires. 
I feel that the local community would feel a lot safer and more confident about the campsite if there 
were someone on-site 24/7. 
A small relocatable house (or large portacom style building/caravan) could be utilised to house the 
manager – this could easily be moved if the project was to be relocated or scaled up/down. 

Public transport link improvement. 
The Happy Valley Road site that has been earmarked for this project is in my opinion very suitable. 
However the bus services that cover this area are very, very limited. The #4 bus only runs early 
morning and early afternoon (commuter bus hours) with no weekend service at all. And the #29 
runs most of the day but only runs as far as Newtown and again has no weekend service at all. The 
majority of campers staying at the site will no doubt want to visit the city so they should be able to 
do this via public transport instead of adding to the congestion and parking issues that the city 
already faces by driving into town. I believe campers should be encouraged to leave their vehicles 
on-site whilst they visit the city and either walk, cycle or bus into the city and on these current 
timetables taking the bus is not really much of an option. 
I would like to see an extension of the #29 route to include a city drop-off or adding a few daytime 
routes to the #4 route as well as a weekend option for one or both. The only other alternatives are 
taxis (probably more than a low-budget backpacker can afford) or walking for 20 minutes to Island 
Bay or Brooklyn. The latter is a good alternative but as we all know, Wellington’s weather isn’t 
always ‘walking friendly’. I feel it’s important to mention that an increase to the bus services from 
Happy Valley Road would also benefit the whole Owhiro Bay community as well as the campers. 
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Ongoing engagement with the local community. 
Due to media exposure, backpackers have a pretty bad reputation for being untidy & disrespectful 
to the environment and the places they stay. I think it would be great to try and reverse this 
negativity by initiating some community/camper integration. I think it would be helpful to show the 
community that in general it is ‘the few’ spoiling it for ‘the many’ and that most campers are in fact, 
respectful, tidy people. Locally hosted talks and walks by members of the community for campers, 
story swaps, coffee evenings and adding an ‘annex’ to the Mokai Kainga: Owhiro Community 
Garden* are just some of the things I would like to see happening. 

*A small ‘un-camp-able’ section of the area could be set aside for the growth of produce. Mokai 
Kainga could potentially sell or ask for donations for their produce to help fund their 2 community 
gardens projects. 
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Giles

Last Name:     Middleton

Organisation:     The Wellington Container House

On behalf of:     Giles Thomas Middleton and Zoe Marsden

Street:     173 Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     021881305

Mobile:     021881305

eMail:     wellingtoncontainerhouse@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

We strongly oppose this proposal. We own and operate The Wellington Container House as a

holiday home, and our property is directly opposite the proposed site. Our property is unique in that

is consists of three vertically stacked shipping containers, which although well insulated, the noise

from motorhomes and their guests would be highly disruptive to our guests. One of the main

reasons why guests stay at our property is that it is private, quiet and away from other people. This

would of course no longer be the case if there was a camping ground opposite. We are also very

worried about security. As the house is very unusual we already get people trying to gain access to

look around. We feel that having a campsite opposite would only add to this problem as more

people would then see it and be curious. As the whole purpose of this proposal is to move campers,

and the problems associated with them, away from other properties, naturally we do not want to

experience these problems ourselves. Even with a site manager we cannot see how these

problems would disappear. Aside from the fact that our property is directly opposite the proposed

site, the location really doesn't make much sense to us. Having rented motorhomes ourselves

before, we would only choose somewhere with a pretty outlook. The proposed site is not pretty,

and is some distance away from the water. The southerly also whips up the valley which is hardly

ideal for tents. You want tourists to leave Wellington with a decent impression of it's beautiful

scenery which they wouldn't with this site. Surely a better solution would be to expand and develop

the area at the entrance to the Red Rocks walk? This already proves to be a popular site and

doesn't affect other properties. We hope that you seriously reconsider this proposal and think of

better sites more suited to the needs and demands of our tourism industry.
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If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Lynda

Last Name:     Griggs

Street:     25 Robertson St

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     NZ

PostCode:     6023

Mobile:     017 644 7728

eMail:     lynda.tuxie@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I only support it so long as it properly managed with an on-site manager to avoid potential

problems. Without that, I don't support it.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

My support is conditional on this. I believe that there needs to be someone there 24/7 to manage

and oversee it to ensure that there are no problems. Potential problems include littering, damage to

the environment - particularly pollution of the stream, noise, and disruption to residents. The

proposed area is close to residents and the scope of the proposal means there could be a lot of

campers. It is essential that conflicts are minimised. We do not want to see the problems created at

Te Kopahau reserve shifted to here - and on a larger scale. The only way to ensure this doesn't

happen is to have an on-site manager.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?
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Yes

No

Your comments

The on-site camp manager needs to be there full-time 24/7.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Without an on-site manager, I don't think the community would support it (I am a committee member

of the Owhiro Bay Residents Association). We already have one camp ground, and we have an

expanding landfill - we don't want to always be Wellington's 'dumping ground' - somewhere to send

all the problems to.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Maria

Last Name:     van der Meel

Street:     2/20 Trent Street

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     04) 3834993

Mobile:     027-3226311

eMail:     thecityisours1@hotmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Safety concerns with increased traffic movements close to a school and kindergarten. As

suggested by the statement of proposal approximately 100 vehicles per day look for camping sites

around Wellington, this needs to be verified by reports from an independent source like the AA with

definite numbers to support this claim as it may be a conservative guess. A perceived disadvantage

to cricket and foot ball clubs who currently use the car park and changing sheds all year around;

including limitations to unloading all the gear needed to play the game. These grounds are well

used despite what the officers say in the statement of proposal. Therefore the above mentioned

sports codes who are permanent users of the grounds must each be consulted so elected members

can get an idea of how much they actually rely on these facilities including the car-park. The

Statement of Proposal suggestion only junior and college cricket and football teams use the lower

grade sportsfields is incorrect. Both Island Bay and Brooklyn Football Clubs rely heavily on the

availability of these grounds for their Senior and Social teams to play; because of the location of the

fields they predominantly arrive by car mainly in the weekends. No plan B?

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management
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Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Emma

Last Name:     Debreceny

Organisation:     -

On behalf of:     -

Street:     46A Derwent Street

Suburb:     Island Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Mobile:     0212668255

eMail:     emmadebreceny@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I have a number of concerns with the proposal - set out in the comments section below. However,

my primary concern with an amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan is that

freedom camping could be allowed at the site from summer 2015 / 2016. At the moment, with the

exception of self contained camper vans, the site is completely unsuitable for freedom camping.

There are very limited toilet facilities onsite and no kitchen or shower facilities. Permitting freedom

camping to occur on that site before the site has been properly developed (with ablution and

kitchen blocks, adequate lighting, rubbish collection, signage etc) will cause a detrimental impact to

the local community similar to the impacts seen at the red rocks parking area last Christmas: noise

issues, traffic issues, rubbish issues, waste water issues, inadequate toilet facility issues,

overcrowding leading to freedom campers parking on the road etc.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?
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I would support the proposal if it was intended that the site would have an onsite manager. The

proposal is for a large number of individual parking and tent sites to be on the area. Given the

number of freedom campers who were using the red rocks car park over the Christmas period and

the subsequent reduction in the spaces available there for freedom camping for this Christmas,

there is the potential that a large number of freedom campers may be moved on from Red Rocks in

the evening up to this site. I believe it is essential that a onsite manager is in place during the

evening hours in order to minimise noise and disruption to local residents, ensure a pleasant

experience for the campers and to prevent unauthorised camping on the road verges once the site

is full.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Any proposal to change the Reserves Management Plan should prohibit freedom camping until the

site is properly developed with sufficient toilet and ablution blocks, kitchen facilities, adequate

lighting and rubbish collection. It is not acceptable for the Council to come up with a short term

solution to the problem of overcrowding at Red Rocks car park by shifting the problem elsewhere in

the Owhiro Bay community. The proposal should be delayed until the results of restricting freedom

camping at Red Rocks are known - and whether freedom camping at the site can be adequately

managed with minimum disruption to the local residents. The Council should do more research with

other local councils that offer significant freedom camping in their areas to learn more about how

best to manage the sites.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

I have a number of objections to the proposal in its present form. These are: - What impression of

Wellington does this site offer for freedom campers: it is important that all visitors to Wellington

have the most memorable experience that the city can provide. In my view, this site would be

unlikely to provide an optimum experience for freedom campers. The site offers no easy transport

options - there are limited bus route options. To reach the cbd, you will ever need to drive or walk

to Island Bay or Brookly to catch a bus. There are no shops nearby. The site is not particularly

attractive. It is exposed and windy. In my view, it is not the best site for giving a great impression of

the beauty of Wellington to freedom campers. It smacks of finding a cheap and easy place to put

them. - Traffic: the site is very close to the Murchison Road intersection. That intersection is difficult

at the best of times. There are a considerable numbers of school and kindy children walking along

that road every school day. I am extremely concerned about the increased risks of large number of

cars and campervan exiting from the site. - Risks of freedom camping happening immediately: For

the reasons set out above, I am very concerned that the proposal will permit freedom camping from

this Christmas. The site is not capable of supporting freedom camping there at the moment without

adverse impacts on the local community. The stream: the local community and school has been

working hard to restore and beautify the stream. I am very concerned that large numbers of people

on that site will have a negative impact on the stream and natural environment there. Noise: the

area surrounding the site is residential. There is the potential for freedom campers to be arriving at

that site late at night. This is going to have an impact on residents' enjoyment of their homes. No

economic benefit to Owhiro Bay: there are no shops near the proposed site in Owhiro Bay. Any

shopping the freedom campers need to do will be done in either Brooklyn, Island Bay or the CBD. It

seems to me that Owhiro Bay is being asked to share the burden that increased freedom camping

may bring but there is no economic return to the local community / residents from doing so. The

community is stretched: we already have one freedom camping site. There were a number of

difficulties with the site last year. We are now being asked to take on another site. We are a small

community - it seems a lot to ask when there are a number of other potential sites around the city.

In my view, Owhiro Bay has been picked because it is a cheap and easy option for the Council. If

the Council is serious about providing facilities that offer a memorable experience for freedom
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campers, they should explore the other possible site options if more detail.

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Kevin

Last Name:     Boswell

Street:    

Suburb:    

City:    

Country:    

Mobile:     0274 431 813

eMail:     boswell.construction@xtra.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Lee

Last Name:     Boswell

Street:    

Suburb:    

City:    

Country:    

Daytime Phone:     04 3837500

eMail:     boswell.construction@xtra.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Sue

Last Name:     Reid

Organisation:     individual

Street:     102 Owhiro Bay Parade

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     027 47 44 525

eMail:     owhirolady@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I very much feel for Council officials who are trying to manage freedom camping in Wellington City -

it is unfair that central Government can make a determination like this and leave local councils to

enforce the situation. My concerns, and reason for my opposition to this proposal are: - increase in

traffic in the area - impact on environment - there is already provision for freedom camping at Te

Kopahou Reserve. It seems unfair to have two camping areas so close to each other - potential

impact on children attending the local school and kindergarten.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes
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No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Erin

Last Name:     Muxlow

Street:     67 Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

eMail:     erin.muxlow@xtra.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Because I support this if there is an on-site camp manager, I don't support a self-service site.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Because it's next to school/kindy we need to ensure that users behave well - don't want kids too

scared to walk past on way to school or seeing vomit/poo etc left behind by campers. And we don't

want damage to the school or kindy.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments
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Do you have other comments?

Comments

I don't think it is a very practical site - it's very windy, no regular bus service and nothing particularly

great about it's location. Doesn't really showcase Wellington in any way.

Attached Documents

File
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Sylvia

Last Name:     Reynolds

Organisation:     Owhiro Bay School

Street:     86 Beauchamp St

Suburb:     Karori

City:     Wellington

Country:     NZ

PostCode:     6012

Daytime Phone:     0211783017

Mobile:     0211783017

eMail:     sylvia@owhiro.school.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

The proposed facility is too close to a school and a kindergarten. It will result in increased traffic,

discarded rubbish and unruly behaviour. It is not on the south coast and is unlikely to be

supervised.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Ishani

Last Name:     Rasiah

Street:     84 Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     04 590 6020

Mobile:     027 3282602

eMail:     ishanimr@yahoo.co.n

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Living downstream from the proposed site I am concerned about litter and pollution to the stream

that will inevitably flow down into our property. Also the only point of interest for families in Owhiro

Bay is the school playground and I am concerned that it will become used and damaged by

campers. The parent committee has spend a lot of fundraising money on the site and I would be

unhappy to see an increased cost of maintenance and damage.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Charlotte

Last Name:     Fowler

Street:     245 Mitchell Street

Suburb:     Brooklyn

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6021

Daytime Phone:     04970939

Mobile:     0212349962

eMail:     choofowler@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

My main concern is for safety of children at the school and kindergarten. Bearing in mind this is the

first campsite of its kind, I don't think we should be experimenting in an area right next to a school

and kindergarten where the safety of children could be put at risk. That risk alone should be

enough to halt this proposal. In addition, we have already seen some of the problems associated

with freedom camping in Owhiro Bay. This low cost, under-resourced, freedom camping model

increases potential for increased litter, pollution into the stream and noise pollution with few

benefits to the local community.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?
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Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Adam

Last Name:     Holloway

Street:     27 Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     NZ

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     0275611337

Mobile:     0275611337

eMail:     adamxh03@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

The proposed site is an asset for the Wellington community as a whole. It seems under-utilised at

the moment. Tourism is good for our economy and we should be providing services if demand

exists. Why not here? A camp site will help to build vibrancy and a sense of place in this part of

Owhiro Bay. Provided the site is well managed, I have no particular concerns about its proximity to

the local school which my two children attend. Nor (again, provided the site is well managed) do I

see any environmental concerns.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

I ticked 'other' only because I am not sure what would work best. The choice should be outcome

driven. An on-site manager implies a certain scale to the site (possibly too large?). On the other

hand, having someone on-site would reduce the risk of campers adversely impacting upon the

amenity of surrounding houses due to noise etc.
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Tracy

Last Name:     Street

Organisation:     Owhiro Bay Residents Association

On behalf of:     Owhiro bay community

Street:     176 Owhiro Bay Parade

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     027 470 1110

Mobile:     027 470 1110

eMail:     owhirobayresidentsassoc@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

In our recent survey on this matter 77% of responses do not support this campground proposal.

This was also evident at the Oct 8 public meeting on the matter.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

If the campground does go ahead the locals feel that constant management is one of the key ways

to mitigate the risks raised by the community.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes
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No

Your comments

The community has concerns about: Traffic Levels & Management (69%), Rubbish(87%), Impact

on the Owhiro Stream (87%), Noise (56%) & safety for children at the school/kindy (66%)

Do you have other comments?

Comments

The WCC consultation process is asking the community to provide support for a proposal which

has little firm information. It would be good if after the results of this consultation, that if the thinking

is to proceed further then a proposal with detail on management, fees, other site learnings etc could

be worked through with the community. Also this proposal does not provide a solution for the impact

of the Te Kopahou Reserve changes - where will the overflow from Dec go? Finally our

organisation is disappointed that more options have not been progressed to address this important

and ongoing issue for Wellington eg Princess Bay, Lyall Bay, Moa Point.

Attached Documents
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Phillip

Last Name:     Bolton

Street:     29 Mccoll Street

Suburb:     Vogeltown

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6021

Daytime Phone:     (04) 3899206

eMail:     family.bolton@xtra.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

While I support a campground the proposal does not say what alternatives have been considered

and seems to me to be overcrowded with 33 sites even though the drawing only shows 23. When I

submitted a query on 4 October this was not answered after 5 working days and I had to get the

WCC helpdesk to find an answer as submissions were due. As at 4pm on the last day my query

has still not been formally replied to. I am therefore unable to properly consider. Perhaps an area

such as that at the corner of Hanson/Stoke would be better as nearby facilities (shops, buses etc)

are all there

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Cost of onsite manager probably too high but believe someone onsite during busy times would be

appropriate

Are there any other changes you think should be included?
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Yes

No

Your comments

Look at alternatives sites. Properly designate proposal for this site.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

WCC staff should be available to answer queries. If designated officer is absent then a replacement

should be nominated

Attached Documents
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Karl

Last Name:     Menzies

Street:     32 Rarangi Way

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6032

Mobile:     0275861566

eMail:     karl@boombox.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I am opposing the Camping at Happy Valley Park for the reasons below of safety, pollution, traffic

consideration, decreased amenity value for neighourhood The proposal does not state any benefit

for the local residents - this proposal will cause a lot of negative effecets with no business or

wellbeing value to local residents - potential for increased rates to manage the overhead of

maintenance Safety of the neighbourhood - there is schoold children who will be walking to school

next to the proposed campground. campers can include people of no fixed abode who could

potentially include persons who pose an increased security risk to school children. The proximity of

the campground also increases the likelyhood of strangers wandering around the school and

potential vandelism and break ins Pollution - likleyhood of increased pollution and littering to the

campground, surrounding sports fields, in the stream. The provision of facilities for freedom

campers means Management of campers - the proposal does not include any managment plan - no

details on cost, maxiumun length of stay, fines for pollution, oniste management, rubbish

management, enforcement laws to stop people literally living there semipermanantly. Decreases

amenity value of Happy Valley and Owhiro Bay - due to increased usage of vehicles, potential

noises issues from uncontrolled events at the campground, increased litter (windy area) being

spread around, potential overcrowding due to the noted demand on travellers, damage and

pollution of the sports ground, loss if use of the changing sheds Traffic - increased traffic on the

road especially since no food facilities or cooking facitilites will cause increased trips to

supermarket. Please can the local voice be heard and no camping facility be approved

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,
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on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

No management plans are proposed

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Jessica

Last Name:     Allen

Street:     29 Happy Valley Road

Suburb:     Owhiro Bay

City:     Wellington

Country:    

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     0274108937

Mobile:     0274108937

eMail:     jess.allen@clear.net.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I would be supportive of a well managed facility. I would want there to be environmental

improvements with planting and the appropriate facilities provided.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

I believe that the facility would be best with an onsite manager during the day and easy to access

security overnight.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

There might be an opportunity to have a shop/dairy onsite that would improve the profitability and

be of benefit to the community.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

I am concerned that if the council permit freedom camping without adequate facilities that there will

be a reproduction of the problems experienced at the Red Rock car park with too many people, too

much rubbish, inadequate facilities. This would put the community off any longer term plans for a

properly managed camp ground.

Attached Documents

File
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Nicola

Last Name:     Clissold

Organisation:     Resident of Island Bay and Teacher at Owhiro Bay School

Street:    

Suburb:    

City:    

Country:    

Mobile:     0273319721

eMail:     nicola.clissold@tcarchitect.co.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Safety of local students at close-by school - they walk past daily - see, hear, experience -

unsupervised young people who are there to party with no respect for an area they wont return to.

Vandalism to stream and school area esp during long holiday breaks. History of poor supervision

and resources from council at other similar sites - hygiene challenges - due to limited toilet facilities,

partying disturbing residents, overcrowding - no contribution to 'community' as 'pass through' visitor.

evidence of poor planning as a viable well managed and well resourced venture from council - low

cost = low resources = failure to work effectively as a long term solution. Lowering of desirability to

live near this area which affects school growth possibilities. Have you considered a free bus/

transport service like a night bus into wellington from a sustainable business camp ground that

exists already - where these travellers can stay & use appropriate facilities, come into the city to do

what they wish then bus back to the camp site.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Isabella

Last Name:     Cawthorn

Street:    

Suburb:    

City:    

Country:    

Daytime Phone:     0211497941

eMail:     Isabella.cawthorn@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

Because it's apparently the best spot for it, from a citywide perspective, and the concerns do not

outweigh the benefits . Many of the concerns are quite dubious, and are invalidated by safe and

functional campground/community juxtapositions elsewhere in NZ.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

For the first few years, to set a good tone - then review and look at self-service with visits (and

CCTV / call points or something similar)

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments
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Top-of-the-line sustainability services as the only option for waste, water etc

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     LAUREN

Last Name:     WASH

Street:    

Suburb:     OWHIRO BAY

City:     OWHIRO BAY

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     049348561

Mobile:     049348561

eMail:     lauren.wash@live.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I believe a camp site will increase road traffic, pollution and noise levels. I have two young children

at Owhiro Bay school and do not want a camp site so close to their school.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments
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Do you have other comments?

Comments

Please reconsider Owhiro Bay as an area for a campground.

Attached Documents

File
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Garry

Last Name:     Wright

Street:    

Suburb:    

City:    

Country:    

eMail:     Garry.wright@clear.net.nz

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

The space is already used as a car park for players on the sports field. If this is taken away it would

force cars to park on the road which would lead to congestion of the road. The area is very close to

a major road with a lot of traffic which would be dangerous for children and animals

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Do you have other comments?
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Comments

A better site would be the old land fill on Murchison Road. It is bigger and more suitable.

Attached Documents

File
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Zoilo

Last Name:     Abad

Street:    

Suburb:    

City:    

Country:     France

Daytime Phone:     02040696381

Mobile:     02040696381

eMail:     zoilo.abad@gmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

We are backpackers and we want to help you to find a solution. We have stayed in many

campground around the new-zealand and we love the method you use to open this campground.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

The method use in red rocks works, you don't have enough place and facilities in the summer for

both backpackers and local but that works good. You can't avoid some backpackers make noise

and let the rubbish on the floor with a full time manager but other are respectful and if you put

enough facilities, rubbish bin and information it will be great.

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

- cabins with a place to hang up a solar hot shower like in the campsite of West Bay in St Arnauld -

cold shower outside - big sink to clean dishes like in the Coes Ford campsite in Christchurch -

many rubbish bin as you can put in many place like in the Coes Ford campsite in Christchurch -

four simple closed toilet and one big open for boys is enough

Do you have other comments?

Comments

The Coes Ford campground in south of Christchurch is a good example of self service

campground. I don't know how you want to manage the financial part but you have to(!) put an

honesty box with a fixed price or a honesty donations box or either someone who take the money at

the end of the day. I have see on some documents that you seek about 35 place for campervan but

you have to know that is not enough and the red rocks campsite steel used. For the red rocks

campsite you need a big sink outside to clean dishes, one or two cold shower and two more toilets

to don't have problem when local come on the weekend. Thanks again for this initiative.

Attached Documents

File
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Megan

Last Name:     Kyrke-Smith

Street:     Owhiro Bay

Suburb:     Wellington

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6023

Daytime Phone:     0221548988

Mobile:     0221548988

eMail:     megeee29@hotmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

As a resident home owner and mother of two children each attending the school and kindergarten, I

share the same concerns as the school and kindergarten have expressed: ? Student safety when

walking to and from school ? Increased traffic on Happy Valley Road ? High occupancy rates during

the summer break when the school is closed From my perspective there are many risks associated

with this proposal however there is very little that will benefit the community if this proposal goes

ahead. As a resident homeowner my concerns are that I purchased this house because of the

location - school, kindergarten, beach etc all encompassed in a semi rural setting. I wanted this

small, tight community setting to be where we could raise our children. This will change if there is a

low cost campground placed in the middle of our community.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?
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Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments

Propose this to the residents of the community in a way that 'sells' it to us. The way it has been

presented is that the council, the tourism industry and the campers will all benefit from this, while

the residents of Owhiro Bay will not. There have been a number of initiatives set up by members of

the community to improve the natural environment that has been destructed by previous council

decisions. I cant help but feel that the council throws its weight around to suit economic factors at

the expense of communities and the natural environment with no thought of those it affects.

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     jeroen

Last Name:     lurling

Street:    

Suburb:    

City:    

Country:    

Mobile:     0220794228

eMail:     jlurling@yahoo.com.au

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

It's an excellent solution to the demand, as opposed to the blanket ban on freedom camping. It

solves the litter and waste concerns regarding non self contained vehicles, without imposing

additional expenses for undesired facilities. It also will add tourist dollars to the city, as low budget

campers stay longer and spend on food snd activities. A very logical, unprejudiced and progressive

approach by GWRC!

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments
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Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     Bonnie

Last Name:     Menzies

Organisation:     Resident of Happy Valley

On behalf of:     As a resident of Happy Valley and a mother of 3 young children attending

Owhiro Bay School I am opposed to a camp ground at the proposed site. The school being

attached to this site there are obvious

Street:    

Suburb:     Wellington

City:     Wellington

Country:     New Zealand

PostCode:     6022

Daytime Phone:     +64275473345

Mobile:     +64275473345

eMail:     bm@eyetext.net

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

As mentioned above, this is not the right area for camping.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No
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Your comments

Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File

Allowing Camping at Happy Valley Park
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Submitter Details 

First Name:     C

Last Name:     Leech

Street:    

Suburb:    

City:    

Country:    

eMail:     badger_1974@hotmail.com

Wishes to be heard:

Yes

I do NOT wish to speak in support of my submission and ask that the following submission be

fully considered.

Correspondence to:

Submitter

Agent

Both

Submission

Do you support the amendment to the Suburban Reserves Management Plan, which will allow

camping on part of Happy Valley Park?

Oppose

Neither support/ nor oppose

Support

Why do you say this?

I am a mother to 3 young children who all attend Owhiro Bay School and Kindergarten. I do not like

the idea of potentially over 100 'strangers' in our small community. This is a lovely quiet area. A

campsite would bring noise, more traffic and rubbish. There also doesn't seem to be any limit to the

length of stay so people might be tempted to do some 'long-term' camping. I can't see how it would

bring value to our community so I don't see why we should support it.

If you support camping as an activity in this area, do you have an opinion on how the camp site is

managed, eg self-service with daily visits,

on-site camp manager?

Self-service with daily visits

On-site camp manager

Other management

Why do you say this?

Are there any other changes you think should be included?

Yes

No

Your comments
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Do you have other comments?

Comments

Attached Documents

File
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1

Fiona Lewis

From: Kirsty Henderson <w13131yellow@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, 14 October 2015 12:55 p.m.
To: Fiona Lewis
Subject: camping at happy valley

Categories: Submissions

hi Fiona  
I keep getting emails from you or your staff thanking me for allowing the go ahead of camping at happy 
valley park I want to make it very clear that not only do I and my entire family feel this is a terrible horrid 
idea but that I don't know how you got my submission wrong I am completely against the idea and think it's 
disgusting to put our community's children at risk as I will no longer allow my kids to walk to school for 
fear of the strangers they would encounter on the one minute walk  and the appalling view I would need to 
put up with if it went ahead we would no doubt be moving out of this area... If someone wishes to contact 
me about this that's fine my line is 043835463 otherwise please don't send me thank you emails its rediculas 
Iv tried to call your office but it seems a shambles no one awnsers the phone and there is no 
awnser  machine how very unprofessional  I'll be sure to keep copies of this email for further reference if the 
site goes ahead  
Kirsty Taylor  
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From: Aaron Alexander  
Sent: Wednesday, 14 October 2015 11:30 p.m. 
To: David Perks <David.Perks@wellingtonnz.com> 
Subject: Happy Valley Campground 
  
To whom it may concern  
  
I am writing in support of the Wellington City Council proposal to establish a campsite at 
Happy Valley. 
  
According to MBIE data, Holiday Parks currently represent around 20% of the commercial 
guest nights market in New Zealand, peaking to around 27% of the market over summer 
(Dec-Feb). Wellington city’s current campground facilities, operating at 100% occupancy 
365 days a year, could only provide perhaps 6-7% of the city’s guest nights. While the city is 
unlikely to become the kind of long-stay summer holiday destination campgrounds thrive on, 
it seems reasonable that there is potential in offering more options to this visitor segment. 
  
Wellington’s key tourist drawcards are attractions like Te Papa, Zealandia, Wellington Zoo, 
plus our retail sector, bars, cafes restaurants and the waterfront precinct. The vast majority are 
located in our walkable CBD and inner suburbs. However, for tent and motorhome visitors, 
there are limited options in close proximity to the city and its attractions.   
  
The Wellington Waterfront Motorhome Park is in a prime CBD location, however has a 
capacity of 39 spaces currently and is likely to be reduced following relocation next year. 
Operating at +90% capacity through the summer months, it clearly indicates a demand for 
motorhome camping in central Wellington, (to say nothing of tent demand) which it cannot 
supply singlehandedly.  
  
In Petone, the TOP 10 Holiday Park in Petone is also an excellent facility, with ample 
capacity and a variety of tent and motorhome options. However, it is comparatively some 
distance from Wellington city, and those key attractions, decreasing the potential economic 
benefit of these visitors to the city. 
  
The provision of 'freedom camping' spaces has also served a particular market segment. 
However, unbookable and offering few support facilities, these primarily suit visitors who are 
price-sensitive, on limited budgets and happy to be flexible in their travel planning.  
  
I believe an opportunity exists in Wellington for a medium-cost, bookable campground 
catering to both campervans and tents. Such a facility, as proposed at Happy Valley, would 
be, in my view, a welcome addition to current operations. It would provide a ‘middle ground’ 
between the WWMP and the TOP 10 in Petone, plus provide better forward planning and 
additional facilities as compared with freedom camping. 
  
By establishing this facility we will broaden our appeal to the holiday park market, and 
increase our capacity to host them.  
  
On the secondary question as to whether or not the Happy Valley Campground should have 
an on-site manager, this would require market comparison of pricing structures resulting from 
either approach. However, the most important consideration, whichever approach is taken, is 
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we are able to offer a quality experience to visitors, to ensure positive reviews, 
recommendations and return business.  
  
  
Regards 
  
David Perks 
Chief Executive 
Positively Wellington Tourism 
Wellington Regional Economic Development Agency 
  
  
  
  
  
  
Sent from my Samsung device 
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